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SUMMARY

It is commonly acknowledged that we need to accept and handle uncertainty when
reasoning with real world data� The most profoundly studied measure of uncertainty is
the probability� However� the general feeling is that probability cannot express all types
of uncertainty� including vagueness and incompleteness of knowledge� The Mathemati�
cal Theory of Evidence or the Dempster�Shafer Theory �DST� ��� �	
 has been intensely
investigated in the past as a means of expressing incomplete knowledge� The interest�
ing property in this context is that DST formally �ts into the framework of graphoidal
structures ���
 which implies possibilities of ecient reasoning by local computations in
large multivariate belief distributions given a factorization of the belief distribution into
low dimensional component conditional belief functions� But the concept of conditional
belief functions is generally not usable because composition of conditional belief functions
is not granted to yield joint multivariate belief distribution� as some values of the belief
distribution may turn out to be negative ��� ��� ��
�

To overcome this problem creation of an adequate frequency model is needed� In this
paper we suggest that a Dempster�Shafer distribution results from �clustering� �merging�
of objects sharing common features� Upon �clustering� two �or more� objects become
indistinguishable �will be counted as one� but some attributes will behave as if they have
more than one value at once� The next elements of the model needed are the concept of
conditional independence and that of merger conditions� It is assumed that before merger
the objects move closer in such a way that conditional distributions of features for the
objects to merge are identical� The traditional conditional independence of feature vari�
ables is assumed before merger �thereafter only the DST conditional independence holds��
Furthermore it is necessary that the objects get �closer� before the merger independly for
each feature variable and only those areas merge where the conditional distributions get
identical in each variable�

The paper demonstrates that within this model� the graphoidal properties hold and
a sucient condition for non�negativity of the graphoidally represented belief function is
presented and its validity demonstrated�



A Su�cient Condition for Belief Function Construction

From Conditional Belief Functions

� Introduction

It is commonly acknowledged that we need to accept and handle uncertainty when rea�
soning with real world data� The most profoundly studied measure of uncertainty is the
probability� There exist methods of so�called graphoidal representation of joint proba�
bility distribution � called Bayesian networks ���
 � allowing for expression of qualitative
independence� causality� ecient reasoning� explanation� learning from data and sample
generation� However� the general feeling is that probability cannot express all types of
uncertainty� including vagueness and incompleteness of knowledge� The Mathematical
Theory of Evidence or the Dempster�Shafer Theory �DST� ��� �	
 has been intensely in�
vestigated in the past as a means of expressing incomplete knowledge� The interesting
property in this context is that DST formally �ts into the framework of graphoidal struc�
tures ���
 which implies possibilities of ecient reasoning by local computations in large
multivariate belief distributions given a factorization of the belief distribution into low
dimensional component conditional belief functions ���
� This in turn could qualify DST
for usage in expert systems dealing with uncertainty� But the concept of conditional belief
functions is generally hardly usable for representation of belief functions in learning and
sample generation because composition of conditional belief functions is not granted to
yield joint multivariate belief distribution� as some values of the belief distribution may
turn out to be negative ��� ��� ��
� We call this the well�formedness problem of decompo�
sition into conditional belief functions�

To overcome this problem creation of an adequate frequency model of DST is needed�
In this paper we suggest that a Dempster�Shafer distribution results from �clustering�
�merging� of objects sharing common features� Upon �clustering� two �or more� objects
become indistinguishable �will be counted as one� but some attributes will behave as if
they have more than one value at once� E�g� a paper written by two �co��authors may
be considered as a merger of two ideas of the two authors �two �papers�� that only at
some points �for some attributes� may be clearly separated into the contributions of each
of them�

This of course does not suce� The next elements of the model needed are the con�
cept of conditional independence and that of merger conditions� It is assumed that before
merger the objects move closer in such a way that conditional distributions of features
for the objects to merge are identical� The traditional conditional independence of fea�
ture variables is assumed before merger �thereafter only the DST conditional indepen�
dence holds�� Furthermore it is necessary that the objects get �closer� before the merger
independly for each feature variable and only those areas merge where the conditional
distributions get identical in each variable�

The paper demonstrates that within this model� the graphoidal properties hold and
a sucient condition for non�negativity of the graphoidally represented belief function is
presented and its validity proven�

� Formal De�nition of the Dempster�Shafer Theory of Ev�

idence

Let us make the remark that if an object is described by a set of discrete attributes
X�� X�� ���� Xn taking values from their respective domains ������ �����n then we can think
of it as being described by a complex attribute X having vector values� that is the domain
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Figure �� a� A chain�like bayesian network� b� A star�like bayesian net�
work c� A general bayesian network� with generated data available at http �
��www�ipipan�waw�pl��klopotek�ds�szampony�zip



� of X is equal�
� � f�x�� x�� ���� xn�jxi � �i�i � �� ���� ng

�
So let X below be a complex attribute in the above�mentioned sense� We say that

�� the domain of X is our space of discourse spanned by the attribute X � We shall also
brie�y say that X is our space of discourse instead�

Let us de�ne the basic functions of the DST�
The function m is de�ned as

De�nition � The Pseudo�Mass Function m is de�ned as m�	� � ���� �
 with

X

A���

m�A� � �

m��� � �

�A��� � �
X

A�B

m�B�

If additionally
�A��� m�A� � �

holds� then we shall call m the �proper� mass function�

De�nition 	 Whenever m�A� 	� �� we say that A is the focal point of the Bel�Function�

We de�ne the Bel�function as follows�

De�nition 
 The Pseudo�Belief Function is de�ned as Bel�	� � ���� �
 with � � �� 

Xi� 
 ���
 �n being the space spanned by the attribute X � X� 
X� 
 � � �
Xn with

Bel�A� �
X

B�A

m�B�

for any set A � 	� where m�A� is a Pseudo�Mass Function �see def�	 above�� If addi�
tionally m is a �proper� mass function� then Bel above is called �proper� belief function�

Generally� only proper mass� belief� commonality and plausibility functions are studied�
The corresponding pseudo�functions are result of conditioning in DST and � as they take
negative values � they have no direct interpretation�

Let us make the remark� that the above def�� is easily derived from the usual axiomatic
system for DST �compare �	
��

Let us also introduce the Pl�Function�

De�nition � The Pseudo�Plausibility Function is de�ned as

�A��� Pl�A� � ��Bel��� A�

where Bel is a pseudo�belief function� If Bel above is a �proper� belief function� then Pl

is a �proper� plausibility function�

For completeness let us recall also the Q�Function of the DS�Theory�



Table �� a� Marginal distribution of X� in Fig��a�b�� b� � conditional distributions in
Fig��a�� c� � conditionals in Fig��b��

�a�

X� mX�

fag ���
fbg ���
fa�bg ��	

�b�

Xi Xi�� mXi��jXi

fag 
 fag ��	�����
fag 
 fbg ����	����
fag 
 fa�bg ���������
fbg 
 fag ����	����
fbg 
 fbg ��	�����
fbg 
 fa�bg ���������
fa�bg 
 fag ���
fa�bg 
 fbg ���
fa�bg 
 fa�bg ���

�c�

X� Xi mXijX�

fag 
 fag ��������
fag 
 fbg ����������
fag 
 fa�bg ����������
fbg 
 fag ����������
fbg 
 fbg ��������
fbg 
 fa�bg ����������
fa�bg 
 fag ����
fa�bg 
 fbg ����
fa�bg 
 fa�bg ���

De�nition � The �proper� Commonality Function Q is de�ned as Q�	� � ��� �
 with
� � �� 
Xi�
 ���
 �n being the space spanned by the attribute X � X�
X�
 � � �
Xn

with
�A��� Q�A� �

X

A�B

m�B�

where m�A� is a Pseudo�Mass Function in the sense of the DS�Theory �see def�	 above
and notice the di
erence to def�� in that the sum is taken over supersets� not subsets of
A��

Notice that there exists no Pseudo�Commonmality function�
Beside the above de�nition a characteristic feature of the DS�Theory is the so�called

DS�rule of combination of independent evidence�

De�nition  Let BelE� and BelE� represent independent information over the same space
of discourse� Then�

BelE��E� � BelE� �BelE�

calculated as�
mE��E��A� � c �

X

B�C�A�B�C

mE��B� �mE��C�

�c � normalizing constant� represents the Combined Belief�Function of Two Independent
Beliefs

Let us also introduce the marginalization and extension operations� �rst for sets�

De�nition � Let X � X� 
X� 
 � � �
Xn and � � �� 
 �� 
 � � �
 �n� Let A be a set
A � 	�� Let Y � Xi� 
 Xi� 
 � � � 
 Xik � where indices fi�� � � � � ikg are all distinct and
are subset of f	�����ng� The set B is the projection �marginalization� of the set A onto
the �sub�space Y �denoted B � A�Y � i
 for every element �v�� � � � � vn� � A the element
�vi� � vi� � � � � � vik� belongs to B�
We shall say also say that A is an extension of B�

We shall distinguish one special extension� the empty extension�



De�nition � Let X � p  q where p� q are disjoint sets of variables� ���p��q be spaces
spanned by X� p� q� Let B � �p� Let A � �p 
 �q such that A � B 
 �q� Then we say
that A is the empty extension of B� denoted A � B�X �

Now let us de�ne the marginalization and extension for Bel�Functions�

De�nition � Let p� q be disjoint sets of variables� Let X � pq be our space of discourse
for which the m� and its Bel� P l� Q functions are de�ned� The m function marginalized
�projected� onto the subspace p� denoted as m�p is de�ned as�

�B�B��pm
�p�B� �

X

A�B�A�p

m�A�

�The functions Bel�p� Pl�p� Q�p are de�ned accordingly to Bel and Pl de�nitions above
with respect to m�p as their mass function�

De�nition �� Let p be our space of discourse for which the m� and its Bel� Pl� Q functions
are de�ned� The m function empty�extended onto the superspace X � p  q� denoted as
m�X is de�ned as�

�A�A���A��A�p��X m�X�A� � m�A�p�

and
�A�A���A ���A�p��X m�X�A� � �

otherwise� The functions Bel�X � Pl�X Q�X are de�ned accordingly to Bel and Pl de�ni�
tions above with respect to m�X as their mass function�

Please notice that the operator � is de�ned for combination of Bel�s only for the same
space of discourse� Should it happen� however that Bel� is de�ned over the space p  r�
and Bel� over q  r� then instead of writing�

Bel��� � Bel�p�q�r� �B��p�q�r
�

we will simply write
Bel��� � Bel� �Bel�

whenever no misunderstandings may occur�
We shall de�ne also the conditional belief function Beljq�

De�nition �� Let Bel be a belief function de�ned for the set of variables X and let q be
a subset of this set� Then Beljq is any pseudo�belief function �tting the equation

Bel � Beljq �Bel�q

Let us also say what we mean by variable independence�

De�nition �	 Let Bel be a pseudo�belief function de�ned for the set of variables X and
let p� q be non�intersecting subsets of this set� We say that p� q are independent� p�q� i


Bel�p�q � Bel�p � Bel�q

De�nition �
 Let Bel be a pseudo�belief function de�ned for the set of variables X and
let p� q� r be non�intersecting subsets of this set� We say that p� q are independent given r
p�qjr i


Bel�p�q�rjr �Bel�r � Bel�p�rjr �Bel�q�rjr �Bel�r

Remark� Instead of writing Bel�p�rjr we shall write for brevity Belpjr�



Table 	� The function m � mX��mX� jX�
�mX�jX�

�mX�jX�
is not a proper belief function

X	 X� X� X� m
������� ���

fag � fag � fag � fag ��	�	��
fag � fag � fag � fbg ������	�

fag � fag � fag � fa�bg �������	

fag � fag � fbg � fag ������e���
fag � fag � fbg � fbg �������


fag � fag � fbg � fa�bg ����������

fag � fag � fa�bg � fag ���	���
fag � fag � fa�bg � fbg ���	���
fag � fag � fa�bg � fa�bg ���������
fag � fbg � fag � fag ������e���
fag � fbg � fag � fbg ���	���e���
fag � fbg � fag � fa�bg ���
����e���

������� ���

� Graphoidal properties

We say that a conditional independence relation has graphoidal properties if the following
holds�

�� �symmetry� Suppose r�s and v are disjoint subsets of w� Then r�sjv i� s�rjv

	� �decomposition� Suppose r�s�t and v are disjoint subsets of w� If r�stjv then r�sjv

�� �weak union� Suppose r�s�t and v are disjoint subsets of w� If r�s tjv then r�sjv t

�� �contraction� Suppose r�s�t and v are disjoint subsets of w� If r�sjv and r�tjv  s

then r�s  tjv

�� �intersection� Suppose r�s�t and v are disjoint subsets of w� If r�sjv t and r�tjvs
then r�s  tjv

The proof of these properties for the DST is due to ���� p�	���	��
 and ��
 the last
property �intersection� has been proven for a wider class of belief functions than in ���
�

The graphidal properties allow to de�ne a DST bayesian network as

De�nition �� �� A belief network is a pair �D�Bel� where D is a dag �directed acyclic
graph� and Bel is a belief function called the underlying distribution� Each node i in D
corresponds to a variable Xi in Bel� a set of nodes I corresponds to a set of variables
XI and xi� xI denote values drawn from the domain of Xi and from the �cross product�
domain of XI respectively� Each node in the network is regarded as a storage cell for any
distribution Bel�fXig�X��i�jX��i� where X��i� is a set of nodes corresponding to the parent
nodes ��i� of i� The underlying distribution represented by a belief network is computed
via�

Bel �
nM

i��

�Bel�fXig�X��i��jX��i�

Please notice the local character of valuation of a node� to valuate the node i corresponding
to variable Xi only the marginal Bel�fXig�X��i� needs to be known �e�g� from data� and
not the entire belief function�



Table �� the function m � mX� �mX�jX�
�mX�jX�

�mX�jX�
�mX	 jX�

is not a proper
belief function

X	 X� X� X� X� m
������� ���

fag � fbg � fbg � fbg � fa�bg ������	���	�
fag � fbg � fbg � fa�bg � fag ��������

fag � fbg � fbg � fa�bg � fbg ������	���	�

������� ���

� The problem

Let us illustrate the problem of well�formedness of graphoidal decomposition in DST
with Bayesian networks in Fig��a� and b�� Table �a� gives marginal distribution of X�

in Fig��a�b�� table �b� � conditional distributions in Fig��a�� table �c� � conditionals in
Fig��b��

In Fig��a� mX� �mX�jX�
�mX�jX�

and in Fig��b� mX� �mX�jX�
�mX�jX�

�mX�jX�

are proper belief functions �with non�negative values of m�� But in Fig��a� the function
m � mX� � mX�jX�

� mX�jX�
� mX�jX�

is not a proper belief function� as visible in
the table 	� It is easily checked that all marginals over each individual variable of m �
mX� �mX�jX�

�mX�jX�
�mX�jX�

are identical�
Also in the Fig��b� the function m � mX� �mX�jX�

�mX�jX�
�mX�jX�

�mX	jX�
is

not a proper belief function as visible in the table �
Hence� in DST� sample generation from a network and therefore the development of

learning algorithms identifying graphoidal structure from data� reasoning from sample
data� understanding of causality and of mechanisms giving rise to belief distributions is
hampered� E�g� beside ��
� the known sample generation algorithms ��� �� �� ��� ��
 do
not use conditional belief functions and therefore ��� conditional independence between
variables cannot be pre�speci�ed for the sample and �	� a single generator pass may fail
to generate a single sample element�

	 The Solution

In our solution to the problem of well�formedness of belief functions composed from con�
ditional belief functions below we impose the restriction that in the bayesian network no
two parents of a node are directly connected�

The fundamental idea behind the approach is to replace the conditional belief func�
tion with a specially de�ned conditional probability function while splitting some values
of variables into subvalues� These subvalues take care of di�erences between belief func�
tion values between subsets and supersets of elementary values of variables� The proper
generation of samples is run with these special conditional probability functions in a very
traditional way� and after completion of sample generation the split values are again joined�

The main diculties we encounter with handling conditional belief functions is that
the conditional independence in DST is radically di�erent from probabilistic independence
and that the conditional mass functions m take negative values�

To overcome negativeness� we assume that the conditional belief functions are repre�
sented in terms of so�called K functions as introduced in ��
� Given that X is the set of
all variables in the conditional belief function and q the set of conditioning variables� we
have�

Kjq�A� �
X

B�A�q�B�q�A�X�q�B�X�q�

m�B�



a� fag

fbg

b� fag
fag
�

fa�bg

fag
c�

fa�bg

fbg
c�

fa�bg

fbg
�

fa�bg
fbg

��

c� fag

fag
�

fa�bg

fa�bg

fbg
�

fa�bg
fbg

Figure 	� An illustration of the merging process of the values of variable X� with the
domain fa�bg� a� A symbolic representation of the original conditional distribution of
K�X	jX� � fag� �to the left� and K�X	jX� � fbg� �to the right�� b� In the neighboring
region of X��fag and X��fbg the distributions of K�X	jX� � �� tend to get to a balance
�equal to the future K�X	jX� � fa� bg��� hence are denoted K�X	jX� � fag c�fa� bg�
and K�X	jX� � fbg c�fa� bg�� As a �side�e�ect� the distributions of areas further away
change so as to compensate so that proper distribution of the region is reestablished�
K�X	jX� � fag� � ��� � �K�X	jX� � fag c�fa� bg� � K�X	jX� � fag�fa� bg�� and
K�X	jX� � fbg� � ��� � �K�X	jX� � fbg c�fa� bg� � K�X	jX� � fbg�fa� bg��� c�
Subpopulations in neighboring regions with identical distributions of X	 X��fag c�fa�bg
and X��fbg c�fa�bg are merging� The conditional distribution is kept �K�X	jX� �
fag c�fa� bg� � K�X	jX� � fbg c�fa� bg� � K�X	jX� � fa� bg��� but the objects acquire
�double identity� with respect to X�� their X� value is equal to the set fa�bg�



Table �� A conditional mass functionm �a� and its corresponding cumulative mass function
K �b��

�a�

X� X	 m

fag 
 fag ��������
fag 
 fbg ����������
fag 
 fa�bg ����������
fbg 
 fag ����������
fbg 
 fbg ��������
fbg 
 fa�bg ����������
fa�bg 
 fag ����
fa�bg 
 fbg ����
fa�bg 
 fa�bg ���

�b�

X� X	 K

fag 
 fag ��������
fag 
 fbg ��	�����
fag 
 fa�bg ��	�����
fbg 
 fag ��	�����
fbg 
 fbg ��������
fbg 
 fa�bg ��	�����
fa�bg 
 fag ����
fa�bg 
 fbg ����
fa�bg 
 fa�bg ���

For example� given m in table � �a� we get K in table � �b�� K�function is nonnega�
tive� For any level of conditioning variables the conditioned variables form a probability
distribution�

Now we extend the set of values of every variable� If the set S is a set of values of an
attribute� then we de�ne the function MY �� as MY �S� � S and SU�� as SU�S� � �� S is
a V�expression� For any V�expression V for any proper non�empty subset s �MY �V � we
de�ne V�expressions s c�V and s�V and de�ne functions MY �s c�V � � MY �s�V � � s�
SU�s c�V � � SU�s�V � � V � The only element of the set fSgn is a V�n��expression�
MY �Sn� � S and SU�Sn� � �� For any V�expression V for any proper non�empty subset
s � MY �V �� V�n��expressions are elements of the set� Vn�fs c�V � s�V gn�fs c�V gn and
for every vn � Vn MY �vn� � s� SU�vn� � V � Thus each V�n��expression is a vector of n
V�expressions�

Let Xj be a node in the belief network with n successors and let ��Xj� be the set of its
predecessors in the network� Let KXjj��Xj� be the K�function associated with this node�
We transform it into a conditional probability function by replacing Xj with X �

j taking
its values from the set of V�n��expressions over the set of values of Xj � and every variable
Xi � ��Xj� is replaced with Xi� taking its values from the set of V�expressions over the
set of values of Xj � P �x�j jxi��� � � � � xik�� is calculated as follows�

�� If SU�xi��� � � � � � SU�xik�� � � then for any subset of values s from the domain
of Xj

P
x�
j
�MY �x�

j
��s P �x

�
j jxi��� � � � � xik�� � KXj j��Xj��x

�
j jxi��� � � � � xik���

	� If SU�x�j� 	� � then P �x�j jxi��� � � � � xik�� � P �SU�x�j�
njxi��� � � � � xik���

�� If xil� � MY �xil�� c�SU�xil�� then
P �x�j jxi��� � � � � xil�� � � � � xik�� � P �x�j jxi��� � � � � SU�xil��� � � � � xik��

�� if xil� � MY �xil���SU�xil�� let x	il denote either xil� or SU�xil�� and otherwise let
x	il denote only xil�� Then
P �x�j jxi��� � � � �MY �xil��� � � � � xik�� � averagex�

i������x
�
ik
�P �x�j jx

	
i�� � � � � x

	
ik��

To meet the well�formedness criterion� P �x�j jxi��� � � � � xik�� i has to be non�negative ev�
erywhere�
If Xj is a parent of another node in the network on the h � th outgoing edge� then the
respective xj� acts as the h � th element of the vector x�j �

With such a transformed probability distribution we generate the sample and then
replace all the V� and V�n� expressions V with MY �V ��



If Xj is the conditioning variable in the nth branch then the composite �vector� values
act as if they were the nth component of the vector�

After random generation the variable values collapse back to what they were before�
Figure 	 provides with an insight into the background idea of the process of transfor�

mation of K distributions into P �j� distributions in case of a single successor� The idea
is that of splitting a conditional distribution into parts that compensate one another to
achieve the original distribution� With more �say n� successors one shall imagine a multi�
dimentional �n�� dim�� picture with processes of splitting running independenmtly� Out
of the 	n parts resulting from splitting� only one will merge with the neighboring value of
the conditioning variable�


 Concluding Remarks

The proposed process of generation of samples from conditional belief functions has several
signi�cant advantages over previously known algorithms�

� a single sample object is generated in a single generator cycle �Previous generators
required � to n passes because of contradictions in component belief functions� which
are now eliminated by usage of conditional belief functions�

� The conditional independence structure can be pre�speci�ed for the generated sample

� As a result a sucient well�formedness criterion for conditional belief functions is de�
veloped ensuring that the joint belief distribution represented by a set of conditional
belief functions really exists�

To verify the above sample generation algorithm� and hence the well�formedness crite�
rion� a program has been implemented allowing to generate the sample from conditional
belief functions and to test DST conditional independence properties of the sample� The
independence test is based on a previously elaborated layered independence test ��
� The
PC algorithm of Spirtes�Glymour�Scheines ���
 has been successfully tested for multivari�
ate belief distributions for samples generated by our approach� Fig��c� represents one of
the networks recovered�
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